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walking in
two worlds
by Paul humes

My eyes are strained and narrowed with
limited use outside of what is directly in front
of me. The muscles in the cusp of my neck
are tight and stagnant having only stretched
forward on occasion to read the small print or
identify an intricate detail. I close my eyes and
move my head from left to right, forward and
back. My shoulder blades are fused together
and I rotate them gently in circles to relieve
some of the tension. Smacking my lips I taste
the coffee on my breath and feel the jitters in
the irregular breathing. My hands remain
slightly bent out in front of my body, only my
wrist and finger tips in motion. My senses
only register that which is between my eyes
and the computer screen on the desk. I have
gone no where in the last 3 hours, but I have
had access to knowledge stretching the
breadth of the universe. My brain is tiring
from learning the language of the Digital Age,
from the complex tools and structures we use
to build websites. The amount to learn seems
endless and insurmountable, but I know I have
gained some knowledge because as problems
arise I am not in constant need of the support
from my website mentor.
Closing the laptop and standing up I feel the
blood rush to my legs and my vision begin to
widen. My entire body must work together to

propel itself towards and out the back door.
The sun is strong and immediately greets me,
but a chilly breeze bring bumps to my skin so I
return inside to retrieve a light jacket. As I
near the Yurt the smoke from the wood stove is
billowing up and away in the background.
The smell of the burning ash fills my nose and
begins the loosening of my nerves. Upon
entering the Yurt, the students are chatting,
and the grinding of metal on wood highlights
the attention everyone is paying to their
projects. Wood shavings crunch beneath my
feet, and the feeling is light. After a brief
greeting I continue to the wood box under the
workbench and find my half carved spindle.
Today I am ready to complete a fire-by-friction
kit of my own.
Last week I finished a honeysuckle bow and
mulberry root base-board. The hand hold is
of a strong osage, and the bark still on with an
angled edge so that my fingers grip easily. A
few more passes with my knife and the pencil
length cedar spindle will be complete. Happy
now that this spindle is ready, I pull my full kit
down to the floor and place the open knife off
to one side. The first few attempts at wrapping
the spindle in the bow leave things upside
down and too high on one end. Eventually
and with fumbling, I am able to fit it properly.
I had a notch in my baseboard started from a
previous attempt, so I need only to keep
proper form and flow now. Starting slowly to
emphasize form, the bow slides smoothly
forward and back from the outside of my right
leg. My bare left foot holds the base board in
place. Finding rhythm, my speed increases.
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The muscles in my right shoulder tighten and
my right knee begins to bite from the direct
pressure on the wood floor. The high pitched
screech and grinding of softwood onto
hardwood fills my ears. My left hand holds
steady on my left shin. My eyes stay focused
and unwavering to keep the spindle straight
and aligned. The scent of smoke lets me know
that it is time to increase my speed for the
final push.
The goal is to fill the notch, or “waterfall,”
with dust. Once filled this cradle will host a
smoking hot ember. A few more seconds, arm
straining, I check my progress. Setting the
bow and spindle to the side I find a pile of
continuously smoking dust, indicating there is
a tiny coal hidden beneath. Tap, tap, tap on
the baseboard to loosen the coal, and I slip my
sharp knife blade under the delicate pile.
Reaching for my tinder bundle, hastily thrown
together with wood shavings and twigs just
minutes before, it now appears loose and too
rough to host the small powder on my knife
tip. Hoping for the best I drop the coal down
inside the middle of the bundle. Blowing
gently the ember glows red and the coal
becomes clearly visible. The taste of smoke is
on my tongue, and I feel the primal longing
for the companionship of fire inside my heart.
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Paul is the Director of Operations
at White Pine. He is honored to
help make this a welcoming place
for all and support the wonderful
instructors and members of
the community. He is especially
excited to continue his own
education in primitive skills.

A hero is someone who has given his or her life to something bigger than oneself - joseph campbell
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We are all walking in two worlds today yet
some focus on the breakthroughs of technology while disregarding the wisdom of our past.
Millions of years of hunter-gatherer lineage
still speaks in our unconscious, and we are all
exploring these technological changes
together. Like those before who experimented
with wood, stone, edible plants, agriculture
and animal husbandry, we are the pioneers of
the digital age. Are our stresses and discomforts from too much screen time indicators of
our current limits? Are increased diseases,
cancers and social breakdowns revealing the
dangers inherent in entering a new frontier?
With much faith and hope for future generations I pray that we may find a balance soon.
By looking to our ancestors for guidance and
honoring the tools they have sharpened for us,
we will find a way to merge the past and
present together.

All of my efforts yielded no fire. Too much
excitement for the completion of my kit, and I
completely disregarded the importance of
tinder bundle construction. Not a failure, but
another lesson revealed. Had this been a
survival situation it could have ended
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tragically, but this is why we practice. My
skills mentor simply watches from the corner
of his eye, knowing that my want for success is
enough to maintain the pursuit of fire.
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